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(Introduction to Pauline Jacobson’s Variable-free Semantics)

1. Two slogans

• The Hypothesis of Direct compositionality: Syntax and semantics work in tandem. Each expression
that is proven well-formed in the syntax is assigned a meaning by the semantics, and the syntactic
rules or principles which prove an expression as well-formed are paired with the semantics which
assign the expression a meaning.

– Every linguistic expression is a 〈[sound]; syntactic category; meaning〉 triple. Functional expressions
and composition rules take one or more such triple as input and gives one such triple as output.

(1) Sentential negation it is not the case that
If α is an expression of the form 〈[α], S, JαK〉, then [it-is-not-the-case-that α] is an expression of
the form 〈[it-is-not-the-case-that-α], S, 1 iff JαK = 0〉.

(2) Forward Functional Application
If α is an expression of the form 〈[α], A|B, JαK〉 and β is an expression of the form 〈[β], B, JβK〉,
then there is an expression of the form 〈[α-β], A, JαK(JβK)〉.

– In consequence, unlike the GB-style compositional semantics, Variable-free Semantics assumes no
intermediate level like the LF and no transformation (e.g., LF movement) for mapping surface
representations into LF representations.

• The Variable-free Hypothesis: Natural language assumes no variable in the grammar.1

In Variable-free Semantics, pronouns and traces are interpreted as identity functions:

(3) a. JheK = λxe.x
b. Jhis motherK = λxe.the-mother-of (x)

• [NB: The two hypotheses are mutually independent. Variable-free Semantics does not depend on
Direct Compositionality.]

1The variable-free hypothesis is widely assumed in works on Categorial Grammar. The system presented in this handout is
developed from a series work by Jacobson beginning in the late 1980s.
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2. Categories

• Like any Category Grammar, Variable-free Semantics assumes a set of primitive categories and
defines other categories recursively from these. (Note: In Categorial Grammar literature, the category
of e-type expressions is referred to as ‘NP’, not ‘DP’, in contrast to the tradition in GB.)

(4) Primitive categories:
S: expressions of the extensional type t

NP: expressions of the extensional type e
CP: that-sentences and interrogatives.
N: common nouns

PP: preposition phrases

• However, Variable-free Semantics distinguishes two kinds of derived categories.

(5) If A and B are categories, then:
a. A/RB and A/LB are categories;
b. AB is a category.

– An expression of category A/RB (or A/LB) will take an expression of category B to its right (or
left) to yield an expression of category A.

– In contrast, AB has the same semantic type as A/B (i.e., a function from B-type meanings to
A-type meanings), but it does not actively want to merge with a B-category in syntax.

Expression Category Type
Mary NP e

Mary’s mom NP e
she NPNP 〈e, e〉

her mom NPNP 〈e, e〉
the mom of NP/RNP 〈e, e〉

(To track categories, I will write the semantic type of A/B as 〈TYPE(B), TYPE(A)〉, and that of AB as
TYPE(A)TYPE(B). Yet, they are the same type in Jacobson’s system.)

Exercise: Identify the category of each of the following expressions: come, invite, every student, every
student of Gennaro, every student of him, didn’t

Exercise: Compose the following sentence. You need to specify the category and meaning of each
word and phrase.

(6) a. Not everyone came.
b. Andy invited Billy.
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3. The Geach Rule

• The GB-style compositional semantics assumes ‘subject movement’ for (7), achieved by abstracting
the subject-variable x over the negative auxiliary.

(7) Mary didn’t come.
[ Mary i [ didn’t [ ti come ]]]

• The g-sl(ash) operation (after Geach 1972) has the same effect as index abstraction in the GB-style
compositional semantics. In (9): applying g-sl to the auxiliary didn’t shifts it from a functor from
sentences (S) to sentences to a functor from one-place predicates (S/LNP) to one-place predicates,
passing up the information about the unfilled syntactic argument of come to didn’t come.

(8) a. For any function F of type 〈b, a〉, gc(F) = λV〈c,b〉λCc.F(V(C)).
b. For any A|B-category expression α, g-sl(α) is an (A/C)|(B/C)-category expression where

Jg-sl(α)K = gc(JαK).

(9) Mary didn’t come.

Mary :: NP

didn’t :: S/RS
g-sl

(S/LNP)/R(S/LNP) come :: S/LNP
>FA

S/LNP
<FA

S

4. Pronouns and binding

• In (10), his can be interpreted as bound or free. How does the GB-style Composition Semantics (Heim
& Kratzer 1998) account for these two readings?

(10) John invited his mom.

Does this strategy work in Variable-free Semantics? Clearly no.

1. Composing invited with the pronominal phrase his mom suffers type-mismatch.
⇒ The g-sup rule (i) coverts a regular functor into one that can select a pronominal argument
and (ii) passes up the information about the yet unbound pronoun. (§4.1)

2. Due to the Variable-free Hypothesis, binding cannot be achieved by co-indexation and variable
abstraction.
⇒ The z-rule (i) coverts a regular functor into one that can select a pronominal argument and
(ii) closes off the dependency relation between the arguments of a predicate. (§4.2)

4.1. The g-sup(erscript) rule

• g-sup has the same effect in semantics as g-sl but it allows an expression that selects for an A-category
argument to compose with an AB-category.

(11) The g-operations (Jacobson 2014)
a. For any function F of type 〈b, a〉, gc(F) = λV〈c,b〉λCc.F(V(C)).
b. For any A|B-category expression α, g-sl(α) is an (A/C)|(B/C)-category expression and

g-sup(α) is an (AC)|(BC)-category expression, where Jg-sl(α)K = Jg-sup(α)K = gc(JαK).
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In (12), applying g-sup to invited allows it to merge with a pronominal argument his mom and passes
up the information about the unbound pronoun in this argument.

(12) The VP: invited his mom

invited :: (S/LNP)/RNP
g-sup

(S/LNP)NP/RNPNP his mom :: NPNP
>FA

(S/LNP)NP

• To combine the subject and the VP, the subject John first undergoes Montague-lift (LIFT) because
the g-operation is only defined for function-denoting expressions. Applying LIFT flip-flops the
argument–function relation between the subject and the VP, and then applying g-sup to the lifted
John passes up the information about the unbound pronoun within the VP to the entire sentence.

(13) Johnx invited hisy mom. (Unbound reading)

John
e j

LIFT
〈et, t〉 λP.P(j)

g-sup
〈(et)e, te〉 λVλn.V(n)(j)

invited
〈e, et〉 λyλx.ivt(y)(x)

g-sup
〈ee, (et)e〉 λ f λyλx.ivt( f (y))(x)

his mom
ee λy.mom-of (y)

>FA
(et)e λyλx.ivt(mom-of (y))(x)

>FA
te λn.ivt(mom-of (n))(j)

Exercise: Compose the following sentence using Variable-free Semantics.

(14) His mother didn’t come.

4.2. The z-rule and binding

• The z-rule closes off the anaphoric dependency between the arguments of a two-place predicate.

(15) The z-operation
For any (A/NP)/B-category expression α, z(α) is an expression of category (A/NP)/BNP

where Jz(α)K = λ fbe λxe.JαK( f (x))(x).

In (16), z-shifting the transitive verb invited makes its subject argument stand in an anaphoric relation
with whatever pronoun that is yet unbound within its object argument. Next, the subject John binds
the pronominal object once it merges with the VP.

(16) Johnx invited hisx mom. (Bound reading) (Type E abbreviates ee.)

John
e j

invited
〈e, et〉 λyλx.ivt(y)(x)

z
〈ee, et〉 λ f λx.ivt( f (x))(x)

his mom
E λy.mom-of (y)

>FA
et λx.ivt(mom-of (x))(x)

<FA
t ivt(mom-of (j))(j)

NB: In contrast to the composition in (13) for the unbound reading, here the VP can merge with the
subject John directly via backward FA without having to lifting or g-shifting the subject.
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• Exercise: Compose the following sentence using Variable-free Semantics.

(17) Every boyi believes that hisi mother is brave.

• Weak crossover (WCO)

(18) a. No fourth grade boyi called hisi mother (on Mother’s Day).
b. * Hisi mother called no fourth grade boyi (on the first day of school).

– In variable-full approaches, WCO can be accounted for if the grammar contains the following LF filter:
An LF that contains a trace co-indexed with a pronoun is ill-formed, unless this trace c-commands
the pronoun.2

(19) a. [ [DP No fourth grade boy ] i [ ti called hisi mother ] ]
b. * [ [DP No fourth grade boy ] i [ hisi mother called ti ] ]

– In variable-free semantics, WCO is built into the formulation of z: it maps a function of type 〈b, 〈e, a〉〉
to 〈be, 〈e, a〉〉. The availability of a bound reading in (18b) is predicted if we assume that the reverse
operation of z (called ‘s’) is unavailable or highly restricted.

(20) *The s-operation
For any (A/B)/NP-category expression α, s(α) is an expression of category (A/BNP/NP)
where Js(α)K = λxeλ fbe .JαK(x)( f (x)).

• ‘Paycheck pronouns’ and functional readings

In (21a), the pronoun her refers to Billy’s mom. Descriptively, this interpretation arises as follows: her
refers to the function his mom, in which the possessive pronoun his is bound by Billy.

(21) a. Andyi loves hisi mom, but Billyj hates her=hisj mom.
(Intended: ‘Andy loves his mom, but Billy hates his mom.’)

b. The woman [whoi deposited heri paycheck in the bank] was wiser than
the woman [whoj deposited it=herj paycheck in the Credit Union].

– Variable-free semantics naturally accounts for the functional interpretations of paycheck pronouns:

(i) her in lexicon is an NPNP-category denoting an identify function over individuals;

(ii) applying g-sup to her turns it into an (NPNP)NPNP
-category that denotes an identity function over

〈e, e〉-type functions, such as Jhis momK (= λxe.mom(x)).

2“C-command” is a notion defined in terms of tree structures. Variable-free semantics doesn’t assume (or isn’t committed to)
analyzing linguistic expressions in terms of tree structures.
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4.3. The under-generation problem

• The z-rule accounts for co-argument binding, where the antecedent is a co-argument of (an expression
that contains) the dependent. However, it doesn’t directly applies to the following binding relations:

– The dependent may appear in an adjunct, not an argument.

(22) a. Every boyx will be disappointed [if hisx mom is late].
b. Maryx went home [with herx parents].
c. We will sell no winex [before itsx time].

– The antecedents can be are parts of the subjects and do not always c-command the dependents.
(For more data, see Barker 2012 in Linguistic Inquiry.)

(23) a. [Every boyx’s mom] likes himx. (Possessor binding)
b. [Johnx and hisx sister] invited hisx mother. (Binding out of a coordination)
c. [Someone from every cityx] despises itx. (Inverse linking)
d. [In everyonex’s own mind], theyx are the most important person.

(Binding out of a PP-adjunct)

• Jacobson has also offered a way to derive binding into adjuncts by applying generalized Montague
lift to the VP so that it can take the adjunct as an argument.

(24) [John z(et-LIFT(left)) [with his mom]]

(i) Applying generalized Montague lift et-LIFT to the VP to shifts this VP from S\NP to (S\NP)/((S\NP)\(S\NP)).
This operation allows the VP to take the PP-adjunct (of category (S\NP)\(S\NP)) as an argument.

(ii) Applying z to the type-lifted VP closes off the dependency between the argument slots that will
be saturated by the subject and the adjunct.

(iii) Letting the resulting VP merge with the bindee-containing adjunct and the subject binder yields
a full sentence. (See Jacobson 1999 for a related discussion tackling unbound readings.)

– Simon Charlow (p.c.): this generalized-lifting-based analysis cannot account for cases where the
binder is part of the VP, such as in We will sell no winei before itsi time.

• For an alternative solution, see Xiang 2021 in Proceedings of SALT 31.
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4.4. Composing with multiple pronouns

• Further complications arise in sentences with multiple unbound pronouns. In (25), the VP invited his
mom wants to merge with an NP, but the subject pronoun she has the category NPNP, not NP.

(25) She invited his mom.

• Jacobson (1999) defines the g-rule recursively: (26a) is the base rule (= (11a)), and (26b) says to ignore
the first argument abstraction of the function F.

(26) The recursive g-operations
a. For any function F of type 〈b, a〉, g(F) is a function of type 〈bc, ac〉 where

g0(F) = λVbc λCc.F(V(C)).
b. gn(F) = λD.gn−1(F(D)).

In (27), applying g-sup1 to invited his mom skips the abstraction provided by his, shifting this VP into
a category that looks for an NPNP-category (i.e., E-type) argument. The subject pronoun she is shifted
by generalized Montague-lift and g-sup, the same as the subject John in example (13).

(27) Shex invited hisy mom. (Type E abbreviates ee.)

she
E λx.x

te-LIFT
〈〈E, te〉, te〉 λP.P(λx.x)

g-sup
〈〈E, te〉e, (te)e〉 λVλy.V(y)(λx.x)

invited his mom
(et)e λyλx.ivt(mom-of (y))(x)

g-sup1
〈E, te〉e λyλ f λx.ivt(mom-of (y))( f (x))

<FA
(te)e λyλx.ivt(mom-of (y))(x)

Generalized Montague-lift flip-flops the function–argument relation between an A/B-category and a
B-category.

(28) Generalized Montague-lift (Based on Jacobson 2014: p. 187)
For any B-category expression β, a-LIFT(B) is an expression of category A/(A/B) where
Ja-LIFT(B)K = λPba.P(JβK).

Exercise: Compose the following sentence with a bound reading.

(29) Hex invited hisx mother.
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